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 Question Can I use mdadm --create with a drive that's part of a RAID1? My new drive's value is only 37. The RAID1 drive's value is 145. I can't figure out how to input the RAID value, but I see no reason why it shouldn't be possible to use mdadm --create with drives that are part of RAID1 cuz74: i'm not sure if it's possible to do that. it's almost as if mdadm thinks your 'drive' is in RAID0 rosalia:
No that's correct. That's exactly what I'm trying to do. I just can't figure out how to enter the RAID value in mdadm what are the default permissions for a folder /var/www/ so where does one report bugs against ubuntu? hi guys, i'm having trouble with ssh -X, do i need to add some flag in my.bashrc or something else? catbeard: what ubuntu version? i had problems before, i tried sudo update-

alternatives --config x-window-manager, but that solution didn't work catbeard: launchpad.net it stopped the X display manager i'm using 16.04 why not just report bugs directly to ubuntu? alexxio: "never use sudo with GUI apps" - but no, you don't need to do that. what's not working? catbeard: what's your Ubuntu version? i started to use gui apps with the ssh -X flag, but i restarted and ssh -X flag
wasn't recognized anymore catbeard: also note that it's 17.04, not 16.04 that's why i started to use "sudo update-alternatives --config x-window-manager" the problem is that sudo update-alternatives... didn't work anymore after restart, it stopped working i mean, when i type "sudo update 82157476af
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